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My lil guy has this big, wild smile right at me. I was quick to accept that smile. The old guy was
wearing a flannel shirt and a. not used in any such thing. Musically, this album is an interesting,
somewhat interesting, but ultimately not too interesting dive into the alternative country genre.
The band has made significant changes to their sound as well, with Gonzalez singing solo for an
arrangement of "What I Like About You," and guitarist Zac Lindsly, formerly of the Pleasanton-
based bands Gecko Kidz and Numb Jaw, now handling lead vocals on most of the album, with
Cucimara handling backing vocals. His voice recalls that of Alex Britt of the Airborne Toxic Event,
as does his vocal style. To some degree, this is the sound of the band coming into their own, and
doing a very good job of it. The songs are mostly written by band members Cucimara and
Gonzalez, although Lindsly and bassist Nick Spirelli are also contributors. In terms of style, one of
the best examples, and biggest departure, is "Rock and Roll Dreams," written and sung by
Cucimara. It's a mid-tempo rock song, with just the hint of a rockabilly feel and arrangement. My
favorite song here is "We Want to Be Famous" (with the guitar intro that sounds like it's about to
break out into a minor key), an upbeat and happy song with a great guitar solo. This is a great,
upbeat rock song, lighthearted enough to be fun but, again, displaying some serious talent from
Cucimara, both as a songwriter and a vocalist. Overall, the band is approaching their potential,
and to say that it sounds like the band of the same name is probably a fair way to describe the
vibe that's coming through. There are some standout songs, such as "I'd Do Anything" and "Rock
and Roll Dreams," but the rest of the album has its moments and, as I said before, is a solid
album. Just make sure to enjoy the catchy title track first. About Me I'm a 39-year-old writer,
musician, entrepreneur, and small business advisor in Northern California. I'm also a behind-the-
scenes writer for The Modesto Bee newspaper where I've been working for almost nine years. I'm
originally from the Bay Area, but I've lived in the Modesto
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